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principle applies to micro-processes (workflows) such as a change request passed 
around for review. Distributed development processes- crossing site and company 
boundaries - therefore can easily suffer from ineffective handling of shared data. 
Manual information exchange procedures (including printing and mailing of 
documents, shipping of diskettes or COs, traveling to meetings etc.) are time
consuming and may lead to delayed synchronization of work (the results are 
interrupts in the individual design tasks or additional iterative changes due to 
intermediate work with outdated information). Furthermore, unorganized 
redundancy in project data management is a permanent source of inconsistencies. 

Our Virtual Project House approach (trying to eliminate major drawbacks of 
distributed development processes by imitating means that would easily be available 
in a shared local environment) therefore concentrates on management and sharing of 
data in distributed engineering projects by means of a common virtual repository 
(chapter 2) and the realization of workflow mechanisms on this foundation (chapter 
3). Chapter 4 describes the client application, the Project Browser. This is only a 
basic infrastructure and may be complemented by e.g. teleconferencing facilities for 
virtual meetings (although occasional face-to-face meetings surely cannot be 
replaced altogether). 

2. VIRTUAL PROJECT DATABASES 

The situation to be tackled is two or more teams of engineers from different 
organizations at different locations working collaboratively on partially shared data. 
As the core of our Virtual Project House infrastructure we elaborate the Virtual 
Project Database approach proposed in Frick et al. (2000) for solving a data sharing 
problem of this kind (see Figure 1). It is able to handle data distributed physically 
over several sites and organizations and stored by different data management tools 
in a number of repositories at each location (e.g. software configuration 
management systems, document or content management systems, or relational 
databases). 
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Figure 1 - Virtual Project Database (overall architecture) 
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It respects the facts that project data are heterogeneous in nature, that different 
tools are best-suited for different kinds of data and that different companies use 
different tools for the same type of data. 

2.1 Architecture 

As shown in Figure 1, the Virtual Project Database is realized in a multi-tier 
client/server architecture by a group of coupled Project Servers. Each of the servers 
represents a set of local repositories; the group represents the virtual overall database 
for the entire project (physically composed of parts residing in the distributed 
repositories). Clients only contact the local server that behaves like a 'proxy' for the 
external servers. Based on an address space of global identifiers, client requests are 
routed to the (local or remote) repository where the original object or a replica is 
stored. 

Figure 2 shows the internal Project Server architecture. The core application 
logic is encapsulated by the Enterprise JavaBeans™ (Sun/EJB, 2000) based 
Application Server;'. It is directly connected to by the standalone clients (a Java™ 
application; Gosling et al., 1996). The client functionality is also provided by the 
Web Presentation Server that realizes an HTML based user interface for access via a 
standard WWW browser. It has been implemented with JavaServer Pages™ 
(Sun/JSP, 2000) technology. The purpose of the Integration Server is the 
communication between the different project servers. It is contacted by remote 
Integration Clients that are part of the Virtual Database Kernel. 

Project Server 

Virtual Database Kernel 

Local Repositories 

Figure 2 - Project Server 

The Virtual Database (VDB) Kernel is the most vital part of the Application 
Server. It is responsible for uniform retrieval and storing of persistent data objects as 
instances of the integrated data model classes described in section 2.2. Internally it 
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has a two-layer architecture (see Figure 3). A general Data Service component is the 
single access point to the 'global' information space and routes the requests to 
individual Data Manager components that are adapted to and communicate with the 
underlying data management tools. Data Managers have been implemented for 
accessing objects in relational databases, XML files (Bray et al., 1998), LDAP 
directories (Y eong et al., 1995) and, as a representative of special-purpose 
repositories, the Hyperwave Information Server™ (Hyperwave, 2000) (via its 
proprietary client/server protocol). 
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Figure 3- Virtual Database Kernel 

One additional Data Manager is the already mentioned Integration Client. 
Seamlessly integrated into the VDB Kernel it is responsible for providing access to 
remote data objects via external project servers (Integration Servers). Integration 
Client and Server communicate with an application-level client/server protocol 
using XML for message marshalling and HTTP as the transfer protocol. It is fully 
session and transaction based, so remote objects can be kept in a local cache until 
transaction commit for reducing network traffic. 

2.2 Integrated Object-Oriented Data Model 

The logical backbone of the integration of heterogeneous and distributed data 
sources towards a virtual overall database is an object-oriented, integrated and 
extensible data model. The base object class first of all provides for object identity. 
A global object ID is composed of an organization's identifier, a repository 
identifier and the local object ID within a repository. An inheritance tree of various 
object classes is growing below the base class. Major classifications are derived 
from the different kinds of data and repository systems and can be refmed to 
different levels of detail. 

The main object model is complemented by a reference model, capable of 
linking objects in different repositories. More specifically, we defmed references to 
link only 'documents', whereby Document is a generic class including product and 
workflow data, but excluding administrative objects such as users or roles. The links 
are kept separately ('out-of-line'), i.e. there is no need of altering the individual data 
models of the various repository tools. There is no requirement for a central link 
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database, either. Link management is decentralized by separating references from 
reference anchors and treating these link objects like all other objects with normal 
VDB mechanisms. The local link objects are stored in a general-purpose relational 
database (which supports the virtual project house concept in general since it is also 
used for administration and workflow data; see chapter 3). The references can be 
given different types for specifying special semantics. 

Beyond the explicit document reference concept there are implicit associations 
between individual object classes (e.g. linking an object to a user as its owner), that 
normally are implemented 'inline' as intrinsic parts of the data objects and backed 
by individual repository concepts. 

2.3 Heterogeneous and Distributed Persistency 

When used by the application a persistent object is retrieved from and stored back to 
its permanent storage location, which is determined by its unique global identifier. 
This process is transparent to the application. The Java classes that implement the 
data model contain class-specific functionality for data input/output against the 
respective native repository. (E.g. object contents managed in a relational database is 
accessed by means of JDBC/SQL code.) There may even be multiple 1/0 
implementations for different repository (persistency) types. These class and 
persistency type specific routines are used by and complement the general retrieval 
and transaction functionality implemented by the respective Data Managers. 

All classes additionally implement XML input/output. Thus any object (in main 
memory) can be serialized to or initialized from an XML fragment (containing its 
property values and descriptors of links to other objects). This is used for remote 
data transfer via the Integration Server. XML serialized data objects or object deltas 
(i.e. the changes made to an object) are embedded in the client/server protocol 
messages sent between the Project Servers. XML serialization can also be used for 
data export to an XML file. 

Please note that at the interface between two organizations (i.e. between two 
Project Servers) the data model has only to be agreed on at the XML level. The 
bindings to native persistent storage formats for the object classes can be different 
on both sides. The XML interchange format for an object class can be defmed using 
the standard Document Type Definition (DTD) concept (Bray et al., 1998) or the 
more powerful XML Schema language (Fallside, 2000). 

Ideally the native storage format is already XML. In many domains there are 
industry-wide standardization efforts for XML based document and data exchange 
formats, e.g. the MSR consortium in the European automotive industry (Perenthaler 
et al., 1998) or the Object Management Group's XMI framework for metadata 
interchange (IBM, 2000), used e.g. for UML models. 

For agreed-on binary formats (e.g. file formats of engineering or office tools 
used on both sides) an alternative to the full-XML approach is possible: serializing 
only the object meta-data in XML and embedding the content as encoded binary 
(Fallside, 2000). This harmonizes with the upload/download approach described in 
chapter 4. 
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2.4 Access Control 

There is a further difficulty in realizing the Virtual Database Kernel: the variety of 
access control policies enforced by the different underlying data management tools. 
While authorization can be handled by the Data Managers (wrapping the access 
control mechanisms performed by the repository tool) once the user is authenticated, 
user identification (authentication) requires credentials provided individually by the 
user. 

Ideally the tools are able to share user information based on a system-wide 
directory (e.g. LDAP based). Thus a 'single sign-on' approach is possible, where the 
user logs in once and automatically is authenticated to all tools sharing the same 
authentication base. Some care must be taken for remote sessions at external Project 
Servers. Remote logins may be enabled by a limited trust relationship between 
different directory servers. If tools are not aware of LDAP based authentication, the 
VDB may implement single sign-on by having its own user management and 
collecting user account information for the various tools in its user records. 

Please note that the access control mechanisms restrict the global information 
space to individual views according to the access rights of an authenticated user. As 
far as allowed by the underlying data management tools the user context can be 
augmented by role information and access control can be based on user/role/group 
based ACLs (access control lists). This leads to more elaborated view concepts 
(implemented in the workflow subsystem, see below). 

3. WORKFLOW MECHANISMS FOR LOCAL AND 
DISTRIBUTED MICRO-PROCESSES 

Besides surmounting organizational boundaries for coordinated handling of shared 
data the Virtual Project House concept aims at efficient information flows between 
distributed developers. Together with partners from automotive industry companies 
some practical scenarios were elaborated. They are related to review and delegation 
processes in requirements and change request management and organizing (e.g. 
review) meetings. A detailed description of the scenarios is beyond the scope of this 
paper. They can essentially be reduced to certain kinds of small-size documents 
(workflow documents) being passed around for processing by users acting in roles. 
The workflow documents generally are linked to some other documents, which may 
be engineering artifacts or previous workflow documents. 

Workflow support therefore can be reduced to a general message delivery 
concept, using special kinds of messages and binding mailboxes to roles. The new 
object classes (including different types of messages and other workflow document 
classes, adapted to the needs of the scenarios being implemented) extend the core 
data model as Document subclasses. The reference concept can be used for linking 
between the documents ( cf. section 2.2). 

In our prototype implementation we chose a simple but full-custom 
implementation of the messaging layer on top of a relational database system. Thus 
we were able to realize a role-based messaging/workflow concept and 
user/role/group-based access control (resp. views) in full flexibility. The message 
delivery and workflow functionality is implemented as pm:t of the application logic 
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(Figure 4, cf. Figure 2). It is reduced to data manipulation applied to special classes 
of data objects stored in the relational database. Message delivery beyond 
organizational boundaries leverages the normal remote data manipulation 
mechanisms. 

Applic tion Server l 
I Worldlows 

I Messaging I 
I \Artual Data base Kernel I 

Figure 4 - Refmed Application Server 

In production environments an existing mailbox system (e.g. Lotus Notes®, 
Microsoft® Exchange, IMAP or NNTP based) could be used as the 
messaging/workflow repository, with or without utilizing its message delivery 
mechanisms. In the latter case remote delivery can be routed through the project 
server (using special mailboxes observed by client agents) or via standard Internet 
delivery mechanisms (e-mail or Usenet). Special care has to be taken for preserving 
object identity: A received message in the recipient's mailbox must be identifiable 
as a replica of the sent message kept in the sender's archive mailbox so that 
references to such messages can clearly be resolved by both sender and recipient 
side systems. 

4. PROJECT BROWSER 

The Project Browser is our client application that presents the Virtual Database and 
workflow functionality to the user. Large parts of the functionality have been 
implemented as both a Java application and a JSP based Web interface 
(HTML!JavaScript). 

Aware of the object-oriented data model the Project Browser first of all allows 
the user to seamlessly navigate through the distributed project information space 
(constrained by visibility based on access control). The navigation paths are 
determined by object associations and document references. Furthermore it is able to 
launch viewers/editors for the most important object classes (either built-in or 
external) and provides functionality for an upload/download interface for editing 
complex data as files with dedicated development tools. Finally, there are user 
dialogs for the workflows defmed by the scenarios. 

The Web interface in principle enables access to a Project Server even from a 
remote site. Thus there is the option of collaborating with external partners using 
one Project Server only. This is a light-weight Virtual Project House where one 
partner provides the entire infrastructure and stores all data and the other partner 
(e.g. a single developer or an SME) only uses a standard WWW browser. 
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5. RELATED WORK 

The 'Virtual Project Database' approach described in this paper aims at the 
integration of heterogeneous and distributed data sources to the illusion of a single 
uniform repository. Its core, the Virtual Database Kernel, is related to the Federated 
Database System (FDBS) concept (Sheth and Larson, 1990). A FDBS integrates 
multiple and heterogeneous, primarily relational and/or object-oriented, databases 
for uniform access via a global schema while the data are still managed in local 
autonomous database systems with local schemas. This is in contrast to Data 
Warehousing (LGI, 2000), where data from various data sources are collected and 
copied to a dedicated database (perhaps restructured for better suitability to analysis 
purposes), the 'data warehouse'. ' 

Examples for recent FDBS research are Harder et al. (1997), SchOnhoff et al. 
( 1997), Frankhauser et al. ( 1998), Carey et al. ( 1995), or Radeke et al. ( 1997). The 
IDEE project (Integration of Data in Engineering Environments, SchOnhoff et al., 
1997) is of special interest since they also focus on engineering data (although in 
another domain) and also integrate tool-specific repositories and file systems besides 
standard DBMS into their federation concept. Their current focus is on global 
version management for versioned engineering objects (see e.g. SchOnhoff and 
Strassler, 1998 and 1999). 

Our Virtual Project Database approach is distinguished from traditional FDBS 
through clustering of the distributed data sources by Project Servers (one per site I 
organization) and intra-cluster coupling via an XMLIHTTP protocol. This provides 
integration beyond company boundaries with an easy and flexible setup. A single 
Project Server, if used only locally, would be a 'simple' FDBS. 

A approach contrary to federating heterogeneous data sources is managing all 
data by one single tool (which of course is not best-suited for all different types of 
data and does not provide support for legacy systems). That is the concept of the 
Engineering Data Management I Product Data Management (EDMIPDM) tools used 
in numerous engineering environments (Vital et al., 1998). In order to support 
distributed development processes with different PDM tools used by the 
participating companies, Abramovici et al. (1998) describe an agent based approach 
to federating heterogeneous and distributed PDM systems. 

Cross-organizational workflows in general are investigated by Klingemann et al. 
(1999), targeting at general-purpose workflow management systems (WtMS). Salo 
and Kakola (1999) highlight a single aspect of distributed development processes 
(requirements management) and describes a groupware (Lotus Notes) based 
requirements management system. Our approach applies a generic messaging 
paradigm and a out-of-line document link concept to generally support workflows 
related to engineering artifacts, leveraging the Virtual Project Database mechanisms. 
This combination implements the overall concept of a basic Virtual Project House 
infrastructure for engineering projects under the aspect of information sharing and 
exchange. 

The term 'virtual project house' is also used by Schmidt et al. (1999). This paper 
discusses the logical composition of virtual project houses as sets of 'V -Labs' 
(virtual laboratories) as an organizational concept for Concurrent Engineering. Each 
V -Lab corresponds to a task and a special team of developers with a specialized tool 
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environment. The paper also describes a framework which is some kind of CSCW 
(Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, Teufel et al., 1995) environment for 
supporting asynchronous and synchronous communication and coordination in 
distributed developer teams including awareness of participants. The framework has 
to be filled up by integration of engineering and general groupware tools. The 
interface of the framework serves as an entrance point to the tool environment and 
graphically represents the virtual project house with 2-dimensional rooms for the V
Labs and icons for active team members which can move between the V-Labs. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a 'Virtual Project House' infrastructure aiming at supporting 
the collaboration of engineers in distributed development processes (e.g. of 
electronic systems), especially in manufacturer-supplier-relationships. Due to the 
central role of design artifacts (product data), our approach concentrates on data 
sharing and data-centric workflows across site and organizational boundaries. 

Founded on an integrated object model with well-defmed global object identities 
and relationships a 'Virtual Project Database' integrates local and remote project 
data sources to a uniform information space. A general messaging concept, 
customized to workflows derived from a set of project work scenarios, is added on, 
facilitating structured information exchange among distributed developer teams. 

The Virtual Project House system is composed of a distributed group of 'Project 
Servers' and a 'Project Browser' client application. The integration interface 
between different organizations (server to server) is based on Internet standards 
(XML for data serialization, HTTP for communication). The software itself is 
designed as platform-independent and realized in Java technology. There is no 
limitation to the number of participating partners. In addition to a fully bilateral 
architecture, an external partner can be integrated in a satellite-like manner, 
providing Extranet access to an in-house system via a WWW interface. 

A main design principle is the generic approach and the open architecture. 
Extensions are possible by incorporating additional data management tools, 
supporting additional data types, viewers and editors, and by implementing 
additional scenarios I workflows. 
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